
CITIZENS' PANELS SUMMARY
Discussion's results

Sample: 

* Ms. T.  (Terrassa) Elder woman's neighbour

* Ms. Ni. (BCN) Elder parents' daughter (one with Alzheimer) but not living at the same home

* Ms. V. (BCN) 24h. Domestic caregiver

* Ms. N. (BCN) Elder parents' daughter (one with Alzheimer and the other with reduced mobility) 
and living altogether

B) Care givers:

 HOME TELECARE USERS AND CARE RELATIONS 

● Actual context in care relationships: 

* General deterioration of care relationships (for example, neighbours' mutual help and relations,). 
Increasing individualization forces to adopt this kind of measures.  There should be researches 
about how to change people's attitudes (for increasing compromise, mutual help, collaboration...). 
Instead of promoting social networks, it's promoting individualism. If solitude has been detected as 
an actual need/problem and it has been financed (by these devices' adoption), this situation may 
reproduce the same problem that tries to mend. 

* The concept of family is changing. Traditionally, it was the family, specially women, who took care 
of elder people. Women are still the main caregivers. One participant would like to go back again to 
the traditional idea of living together with grandparents. If they could choose their caregivers, they 
would select family or friends. If technological devices would be the only way of keeping in contact 
with people, they would be better than not having any communication. Presence gives us the 
possibility of touching and seeing.

I.e.: “Even if I would have a lot of money for hiring it, I wouldn't like to have because it would mean that I don't have some 
kind of affective and social supporting networks” (T.) “I would choose natural social supports”

* Telecare service is a palliative service but can never replace affections and cares among human 
people. Lonely people need other people for company, conversation, help...

i.e.: “it is not good to be alone-alone” (N.) “It is sad that a teleoperator is the only person who wishes you happy birthday”  
(T.) 

Tasks like cooking, cleaning, etc...can't be replaced by telecare services. It means that this kind of 
technology doesn't change women's situation that much. 
I.e.: “caring is something more than what a telecare service can do” (T.)

In one participant's opinion, caring loved people is a very grateful task: “Moments of true 
happiness....very grateful. It makes you more tolerant, patient...elder people inspires tenderness....It makes you feel 
clear” (N.).

* The number of elder and also alone people is increasing. 

* Participants ask for the reasons of so much control and security: for prolonging our lives? Our 
health is so cared that when we arrive at old age we are bodily healthy but neurologically sick 
people. One participant says that she prefers to “take some risks” but not being subordinated to 
this kind of security devices. “It's like having a body-guard by your side” (T.) 



On the contrary, at certain ages and after accepting that you are dependent and needy, security is 
more important than feeling of control or intrusion. Participants ask “who is the service secure for?...users 
or relatives? (T.)”

The ideal  and more useful option is to have some closer caregiver, but in case it  wouldn't  be 
possible, telecare service is really useful. 

● Conceptions about Telecare service

* It is considered as one more caring tool. It can be considered as a compensating tool for lack of 
health, company or family. It's more valued as a health resource than as a social resource (This 
part should be covered by the own social networks). Telecare services and devices are thought by 
participants as complement tools, but not as substitute ones. 

● Caregivers and other kind of care solutions:

* In case of domestic caregivers...Elder people end up making strong bonds with contracted carers 
and relatives end up neglecting older. 
I.e.: “I've chosen her and she has chosen me” (V.)

* Having some caregivers' services, shouldn't inhibit hiring some specific caring devices (fume 
detectors, etc...)

* “Viure i conviure” Program: Young students live with old people at their homes...first ones earn 
money and last ones have company and support. 

● Good care definitions:

* Good care is that which attend ills' needs (affective, living...) and try to make them happy.

* Care definition depends on cared people's perspective about well-being. 

* The concept of “care” is something new: It's professionalized some tasks and roles that in the 
past were assumed, naturally, by friends and family. 

* Good care would mean to choose the conditions in which you want a caregiver....how you want 
your needs to be covered. Participants are afraid of “smart” technology “by decree”. 

 BENEFITS AND RISKS OF HOME-TELECARE SERVICES

● Risks & Shortcomings: 

*  Elder people must not have any kind of neuro-cognitive limitation. There is doubt in case of 
“hipoacusia”. There is a “gap” in the service in case of mental or auditive ill people. User needs to 
be conscious for being able to press the button, people must be a bit autonomous

I.e.: “People with Alzheimer would press the wrong buttons” (Ni.)

* Service doesn't work outdoors (not enough range in case of big country-houses). 

* It is difficult to learn how to use it for some elder people. 

* Quick attending work but slow responses.

* The service is not enough advertised. Social services only explain it if elder people ask for it. 



They may be collapsed or may have one “waiting list”. If service had more publicity, there would be 
more users. 

* Costs: Economic and social conditions for applying for a financing service are very hard. If 
somebody applies for the service, it would take a long time. 
I.e.: “one person, who lived in a very precarious condition, had to beg to the Church. She had to fill a lot of applications, It 
take one year to get the service and she had to lie about her little economic help from their children” (V.)

*  They  think  that  private  companies'  entrance  into  this  caring  market may  deplete  quality  of 
telecare services because it is commercialized: it may means staff's rotation, neglecting attention 
and quality,  more relaxing training  requirements,etc...When municipal  institutions are collapsed 
and there is a lot of demands, they subcontract private companies. It makes them lose control, 
capacity of evaluation and tracking of service's quality. There are some risks of losing personal 
information or making a wrong information's managements. 
(If they would have to hire it, they would do with Red Cross. It is an internationally well known 
institution. They only have information about Red Cross' telecare services).  

* Hiring telecare service may have the effect of relatives' carelessness. 

● Benefits: 

*  It  can  control  users'  medication better  than  “present”  caregivers  (because  of  computerized 
cases).

* It gives peace to users because they are afraid of falling and not to be helped. 

* It provides company...”knowing that there is anybody behind there” (Ni.)

* It provides security. 

* In relation to Public Health System, offering this kind of services could imply initially a big budget 
but then, it could probably mean saving money. I.e.: “It could lighten queues and emergency 
departments...Everything would be more equally distributed” (T.)

* There is periodic controls to check that telecare devices work adequately.

 USING CONDITIONS OF TELECARE SERVICE

● Telecare service would be recommended to (KIND OF USERS): 

* Alone but autonomous elder people, 

* Caregivers whose users and relatives need constant attention but they also need to go out for a 
moment. It could mean some change in women carers' life because it may give them more time, 
may give them peace,...it is helpful because it lets them have their own lives and makes 
compatible different aspects of carers' lives. 

 I.e.:  “It is not necessary to contract a caregiver only for watching how they sleep or stay on bed” (N.) 

* Elder people with caregivers because it can even be useful for carers in case they have to call for 
an emergency (They can get a faster attention than trying to get it only on their own)

* People who need constantly care,

* Elder people who don't want to live with a domestic caregiver.



● Telecare service would be recommended in case of (SITUATIONS): cases of emergency, 
falls,...  solitude. (I.e.: “In case of people who help each other, like neighbours, it wouldn't  be so necessary” 
(T.))...living with the family (I.e. “because maybe relatives work outside home and” (N.))

* In  rural contexts, it can also work as a security service, specially in relation to emergency and 
transportation.

* The ideal situation is being able to choose those devices that can response specifically to each 
person's necessity. I.e.: Participants ask...”Having more devices means more well-being?” (T.)

● Telecare service would NOT be recommended in case of: 

* In case of solitude situations: the most advisable option is to take up time with activities. Another 
option is calling the “hope telephone”, but not hiring telecare services. 

* In case of young people, it would be good to go out but not to use telecare service. On the 
contrary, every people would end up using it. The next step would be to insert everybody with one 
chip. ((In case of private telecare services, the range of possible users increases: if anybody has 
enough money it can be hired. Users wouldn't be sick people, but anybody)). 

* People who live in an old people's home. They are assisted by sanitary staff. 

● Possible resistances: 

* Generally, at first moment, elder people reject any kind of innovation. I.e.: Mobile phones: they 
don't know how to send SMS, but can call and being located. Practice can help them to learn how 
to use this kind of devices. 

* Technology is perceived as cold and distant.

* Resistances to use telecare service may be due to the fact that it is difficult to accept the loss of 
autonomy and solitude.The obligation of delivering their home's keys can be perceived as a hurt or 
loss of identity because this object (also money and ID card) use to be thought as symbolic 
identity's representation. It must be difficult to give something that belonged to you for so long, 
even more when you don't know exactly who is behind the service. They know they are going to be 
safer but they distrust of keys' custody.

● About hiring the telecare service:

* It should be the own users who decide to hire it or not, even when the service is already included 
in social rent apartments. If it is not possible, relatives should do it. 
I.e.: “The service is useful when it is chosen but not imposed” (T.).

* They think that most of people prefer to live alone while they are healthy and autonomous, even if 
they have enough money. In these cases, they prefer to hire a cleaner before than a caregiver.

* There must happen some fright for deciding to hire the service. 

 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

● Smart homes:
* Difference between new and old devices is that first ones don't need users' intervention for being 



activated. It makes wider the possible users range. This kind of new services can avoid users' will 
and participation and it is not necessary a minimum of cognitive conditions. 

* If user is able to decide to hire this kind of devices or not, there is not any ethical problem. In case 
users can't decide it, may they need some caregiver's help too. In this cases, if they need to 
contract carer's services, they aren't independent and autonomous anymore...so, hiring this kind of 
service has not any sense.

* There can be a lot of false alarms in “smart houses” and new telecare devices.

* New telecare devices or “smart homes” could be addressed also for different kind of users, such 
us border-line people, mentally handicapped people, etc... or people temporally ill (I.e.: “Instead of 
being moved to some relatives or friends' houses, they could stay at their home if they hire some extra 
devices” (Ni.))

* It would be sad to live in a “smart” house.

● If they would have to design public politics about health...:

* Firstly, they would implement telecare services in order to people to be able to stay the most time 
at home. Secondly, if people need more attention, they would propose a domestic caregiver. 

● Suggestions: 

– Improving research about “emotional” technology: Mobile phone can be thought as an 
“emotional device” because it makes possible to keep social networks.

– Easy-to-use criteria  : it should not suppose a lot of changes in their habits and daily lives.

– Technological developments addressed to medicine are better valued than those designed for 
social fields. 

– It would be necessary to protect personal data used by informational devices. 

– When users sign the contract of telecare services (especially those where biological and 
personal data are constantly controlled) they should be informed about all conditions and 
consequences. To what extent somebody accepts a technology without knowing everything it 
implies? To what extent the decision of adopting a technological device is users' decision or 
family's decision? 

– Video-conference   inserted in telecare services is positively valued because it can be perceived 
as closer from elder people. In case of not very conscious people, it might confuse them. 


